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Abstract: The assembly industry is shifting more towards customizable products, or requiring
assembly of small batches. This requires a lot of reprogramming, which is expensive because a
specialized engineer is required. It would be an improvement if untrained workers could help a cobot
to learn an assembly sequence by giving advice. Learning an assembly sequence is a hard task for
a cobot, because the solution space increases drastically when the complexity of the task increases.
This work introduces a novel method where human knowledge is used to reduce this solution space,
and as a result increases the learning speed. The method proposed is the IRL-PBRS method, which
uses Interactive Reinforcement Learning (IRL) to learn from human advice in an interactive way, and
uses Potential Based Reward Shaping (PBRS), in a simulated environment, to focus learning on a
smaller part of the solution space. The method was compared in simulation to two other feedback
strategies. The results show that IRL-PBRS converges more quickly to a valid assembly sequence policy
and does this with the fewest human interactions. Finally, a use case is presented where participants
were asked to program an assembly task. Here, the results show that IRL-PBRS learns quickly enough
to keep up with advice given by a user, and is able to adapt online to a changing knowledge base.
Keywords: interactive reinforcement learning; programming by advice; assembly planning; cobots

1. Introduction
In recent years, the prices of industrial cobots (and robots) have dropped significantly. Due to
this, not the cobot itself, but programming a cobot has become the biggest expense, since a specialized
engineer is required [1,2]. Replacing that engineer with untrained workers (without programming
skills) would reduce the cost of production, but then it must also become possible for these workers to
program the cobots. In such a setting, where a cobot is collaborating with a human [3,4], it would be
useful if the human could easily optimize the behavior of his cobot partner. To achieve this, cobots
should be able to learn from knowledge given by untrained users, who need a natural and intuitive
communication channel to transfer their human knowledge, which is interpreted by the cobot.
In this paper, learning is done using Reinforcement Learning (RL), where an agent learns new
behaviors by performing actions in its environment, and optimizes its behavior based on rewards
from this environment. More specifically, Interactive Reinforcement Learning (IRL) is used, where
the reward signal of the RL agent is not only dependent on the environment and the state, but also
on the advice from a human. IRL results in an optimal productivity because human and cobot work
together, while the autonomy of the cobot increases over time and the workload of the human decreases.
The advantage of using RL methods is that it remains possible to learn an assembly sequence, even
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when the complexity of the task increases, resulting in an enormous state-space. This in contrast
with an exhaustive search, which in general only works efficiently for smaller assemblies. Currently,
a problem with RL is that it requires many interactions with its environment before it can learn a valid
policy. This problem is similar with IRL, because it often requires feedback from a human telling it
how well the last action was perfomed, which means again many interactions. This way of teaching is
not suited for industry, because it is not productive and no operator will want to give feedback for a
long time.
We present a novel method that is a solution to the two problems outlined before. First, natural
language is a natural and intuitive way of communicating information, because we use it as well
for human–human teaching. The method presented here uses advice constraints translated from
natural language to cope with the complexity of programming a robot. Second, interaction using
advice constraints translated from natural language ensures that the advice only has to be given once,
compared to the multiple feedback interactions, as stated before.
The constraint predicates are used to set up a potential function over the entire state space (PBRS).
This potential function is used in a simulated environment to solve the interaction problem. A simulated
environment makes it possible for the IRL agent to quickly “rehearse” the best assembly plan consistent
with the given constraints. The method is based on the programming by demonstration principle,
which leverages human advice to increase the learning speed of a cobot. This is the power of IRL: the
operator can fill up knowledge gaps of the cobot using advice, while the RL agent is still able to learn
tasks that the operator cannot advise on [5] (e.g., too many possibilities for human to advise on the
fastest assembly plan).
This paper focuses on the learning part of the RL agent, and not on the actual interaction between
human and cobot. First, the experiments reveal that advice constraints, translated from natural language,
is an efficient way of learning from human knowledge compared to two other communication models
based on feedback strategies. Afterwards, a user study is performed to show that the IRL agent
learns quickly enough to keep up with advice from users and is able to adapt online to a changing
knowledge base.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 starts with a summary of the related work. Section 3
gives a short introduction on reinforcement learning principles. Section 4 explains how the interaction
and learning works. Section 5 describes experiments, where the novel method of this work is compared
to two other methods and tested in a user study.
2. Related Work
In recent years, a new kind of robot has been adopted in industry, the collaborative robot or cobot,
which is a robot that can safely work in close proximity to humans. Therefore, it becomes possible to
teach cobots by interaction, which has been investigated already. A programming paradigm that can
be applied to leverage the knowledge of untrained workers is Programming by Demonstration (PbD).
PbD is a programming paradigm in which a cobot is programmed by physically demonstrating to it
what to do. PbD can be done on two different levels, namely trajectory and task level programming [6].
On the trajectory level [7–11], a demonstration consists of a trajectory that is mapped onto a robot
trajectory. Some applications already exist that do PbD on the trajectory level (e.g., Emika Franka
Panda interface [12]). On the task level [13–16], demonstrations represent a skill as a sequence of
symbolic actions. This paper focuses on the task level, where advice on the assembly will also be
viewed as a demonstration.
Kramberger et al. [17] used human demonstrations, in the form of a sequence of demonstrated
actions, and generalized them to all possible valid action sequences. To generate all possible assembly
sequences of 10 objects with certainty already requires more than 20 demonstrations. However, the
problem is that larger assemblies (more objects) require more demonstrations. Mollard et al. [18] also
started from low-level demonstrations of the assembly task, and afterwards could extract a high-level
relational plan of the task. The user is then able to use a GUI to correct the acquired knowledge by
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refining the high-level plans. The downside is that the user will need to learn how this GUI works,
which results in a loss of intuitiveness. In addition, Senft et al. [19] used human guidance in the
field of social robotics to accelerate the learning speed of an agent. These methods require many
demonstrations, which is preferably avoided in industry.
The field of reinforcement learning also already uses human knowledge to increase the learning
speed. Using feedback [20] has the advantage to reduce the sample complexity of the RL agent,
resulting in fewer states that need to be visited. An improvement on this teaching method is using
guidance [21], where attention direction helps the human teacher to keep the exploration within a
more useful portion of the state space. This is similar to an approach taken by G. Thomas et al. [22],
where RL policy learning is improved by using CAD information of the objects to more efficiently learn
an assembly task. Their approach focuses on the trajectory level using knowledge from CAD models,
while the work presented here focuses on the symbolic level using human knowledge. An additional
increase in learning speed can be achieved by using contextual affordances [23], where the system
recognizes the context of the environment and alters the act ion set accordingly.
3. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [24] is a learning paradigm in which an agent learns a behavior
based on rewards received from interactions with its environment. The RL problem can be defined as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) hS, A, T, γ, Ri, where:
•
•
•
•
•

S represents all possible states of the environment and the agent;
A defines all possible actions;
T are the probabilities of the system transitioning from state st to st+1 for some action a;
γ is the discount factor, and represents how important long-term rewards are; and
R represents the immediate reward that is given when an action a is taken in state s.

The goal of RL is to find a behavior or policy (π : S × A → R) that maximizes the expected
discounted accumulated reward, R acc :
∞

V̂ π (s) = E[ R acc ] =

∑ γt Rt

(1)

t =0

Temporal difference RL algorithms (e.g., Q-learning [25]) learn behavior by approximating an
action–value function, mapping state–action pairs to the expected discounted reward. In Q-learning,
the goodness of an action a in state s at episode t is represented by the fitness value Qt (s, a). Every time
the situation (s, a) is encountered, a better estimate of the fitness value is calculated using the
following rule:


Qt+1 (s, a) = (1 − α) Qt + α R(s, a, s0 ) + γ max Qt (s0 , a0 )
(2)
a0

where α is the learning rate, which is a measure of how much new knowledge overwrites the old
knowledge. Knowledge is represented by an |S| × | A| table, where every state–action combination is
saved with its corresponding fitness value.
3.1. Potential Based Reward Shaping
Reward shaping, derived from behavioral psychology [26], is a method that employs prior
knowledge to kick start the learning process. It uses additional intermediate rewards for completing
part of a task. Hence, the additional reward F is added to the original reward R:
R F (s, a, s0 ) = R(s, a, s0 ) + F (s, a, s0 )

(3)

However, changing the original reward scheme may result in convergence to a suboptimal policy.
Ng et al. [27] showed that policy invariant reward shaping can be achieved if the shaping reward is of
the form:
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F (s, a, s0 ) = γΦ(s0 ) − Φ(s)

(4)

where Φ : S → R is a potential function over the state space. The fact that an interactive RL agent
is used here means that the potential functions can change over time as well. On the other hand,
Devlin [28] showed that even dynamic potential-based reward shaping will result in policy invariance.
The new update rule is of the form:


Qt+1 (s, a) = (1 − α) Qt (s, a) + α R(s, a, s0 ) + γΦ(s0 , t) − Φ(s, t) + γ max Qt (s0 , a0 )
a0

(5)

With this new update rule, the expected discounted accumulated reward becomes:
∞

V̂ π (s) = E[ R acc ] =

∑ γt




Rt + F (s, a, s0 ) .

(6)

t =0

Most potential values in Equation (6) cancel each other out, such that the only remaining potential
value is −Φ(s, t).
3.2. Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL)
The actions required for an assembly process can be ordered in a two-level hierarchy. Top-level
actions concern what object to handle next or, more specifically, the order in which objects are to be
assembled. The bottom-level, on the other hand, focuses on what actions are required to assemble a
specific object. This natural hierarchical structure of assemblies can be exploited to reduce the total
solution space. The Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) method used in this work is the
MAXQ algorithm [29], which decomposes the MDP M into a set of subtasks { M0 , M1 , . . . , Mn}, where
M0 is the Root of the hierarchy (optimal policy for M0 is also an optimal policy for M). The actions
taken by Mi can be a primitive action or a composite action, which in turn can consist of primitive
and/or composite actions. Take, e.g., the problem of stacking a blue block on top of a red block. The top
level action would be the composite action Choose_Next_Object(blue_block), which can contain subtasks
with primitive actions search(blue_block), and Hold (wait for some seconds) and the composite action
Manipulate(blue_block). The composite subtask Manipulate can use a set of five primitive actions (see
Section 4.1). The entire structure is best visualized in a task graph [29] (Figure 1). Here, Root represents
subtask M0 of the task M, M1 is the subtask on the Choose Object level and M3 is the Manipulate subtask.
This HRL method can also be extended with the PBRS principle described in the previous section,
where the potential function is defined over all composite tasks (for the complete algorithm, see [30]).
Root

Choose Object

t::Object

Manipulate (t)

Grasp(t)

Transport(t)

Position(t)

Assemble(t)

Release(t)

Figure 1. The task graph of the MAXQ algorithms applied to the Therblig encoding. The squares with
a grey background are primitive actions, while the other three are composite actions. The variable t in
the brackets indicate that the execution of that action depends on what object is being handled.
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4. Human Knowledge Transfer System
As stated in the Introduction, the main goal of this work is to use human transferred knowledge
to speed up a RL agent. To transfer knowledge to the system, a natural and intuitive communication
channel is required, which can be achieved using advice constraints translated from natural language,
because this is also used for human–human teaching. Compared to IRL feedback strategies, advice
sentences in natural language will have a higher information density and will be applicable to more
states at a time in the state space. Thus, one natural sentence can shape the solution space more
compared to one interaction in a feedback interaction model (see Section 5.1).
The architecture of the system, shown in Figure 2, shows two different environments, ENVIRONMENT
and Simulated Environment. ENVIRONMENT represents the real world in which the cobot will perform
the actual actions. It is this environment that the human watches and, if needed, gives additional
guidance to the cobot. Simulated Environment is an abstraction of the real environment, where only
the objects required for the assembly are represented. This environment is meant for the HRL agent
(HRL Module) to learn a behavior that is consistent with the human advice. Learning a behavior in
this industrial setting means that the robot learns to generate assembly plans that are consistent with
the human given advice constraints. The fitness-values Q(s, a1 ) are stored in a database, and can be
used by Greedy Action Selector to choose the actual actions the cobot will perform in the real world
(represented by an action a2 taken in state s2 ).
ROBOT
Fitness value
library
Qt(s2,a2)

Greedy action
Selector

a2

Qt(s,a1)
Qt+1(s,a1)

F(s,a,s')
HRL Module
R, s'

a1

c
s'

Simulated
Environment

Constraint
Translator

Add
Advice

s'2

ENVIRONMENT

Constraint
Library

Watch

HUMAN

Figure 2. The flow diagram of the system. The top part of the figure contains the components that run
internally on the cobot. Simulated Environment is the virtual environment of the cobot where it can
learn an assembly process, different from ENVIRONMENT, which represents the real-world environment.
The human will decide to give new knowledge to the cobot based on the actions performed in this real
environment. This work is focused on the components in grey.

The HRL Module works by using the techniques of Section 3. Performing an action a1 will pass
the Simulated Environment on to a new state s0 , with a corresponding reward R indicating how
well this action was. The shaping reward (PBRS) F (s, a, s0 ) is calculated using the constraints in the
Constraint Library (see Section 3.1). The human can add new knowledge by verbally telling the
agent the constraint in a natural language sentence, which gets translated in Constraint Translator
to a first-order logic predicate c. All constraints considered here are precedence constraints (e.g., place
the shaft before placing the pendulum).
4.1. Action Set
The actions used in this paper are ordered into a hierarchy (see Figure 1). The low level primitive
actions (bottom row of Figure 1) used here are a subset of the Therblig action encoding [31], which is
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a set of 18 fundamental actions, required for a worker to complete a task. The subset of actions are
Grasp(t), Transport(t) (move object from point A to point B), Position(t) (place the object in the
required pose), Assemble(t), Release(t), and Manipulate(t). The latter is the composite action that
can be a sequence of the five lower level actions. The argument t represents the object that is currently
being manipulated.
When this paper mentions high level actions it means in what order Choose Object chooses the
objects. Low level means how Manipulate(t) is built up using the five actions from a level lower.
Three actions already have a pre-condition defined. Grasp(t) will only be able in states where the
cobot is not holding an object. Release(t) and Transport(t) will only be possible in states where the
cobot is holding the object.
4.2. State Representation
The fact that the RL agent here is a hierarchical learner with two levels means that also the states
will be represented in two different ways. The top level aims at representing which objects are to
be handled next. As a result, the state representation on this level will contain for every object in
the assembly the state of the object. The state of a specific object can be either “default” (part is still
in its starting position) or “finished” (part has been assembled). On the low level, the state should
represent which steps are required to assemble a specific object. This can be done with just one value,
assuming that only the current state is represented, and no previous states of the object. There are six
possible values on this level, five possible actions, and one starting state (“default”). The entire state of a
specific object can be represented by two values: (1) the state of the object; and (2) the value identifying
the object.
4.3. Reward Signal
The only function of the reward signal (R) at this point is to make sure that the assembly plans
are as short as possible, meaning that the goal needs to be achieved with as few actions as possible.
This is accomplished by giving a negative reward (−1) every time an action is taken. Additionally, the
agent is also rewarded when it reaches the final state of an object (“finished”). An extra reward of 1 is
given in this state, which results in a major improvement in convergence speed.
4.4. Potential Function
The potential function of state s is calculated by evaluating constraint i and summing over all
constraints. Assuming there is a set of constraints {c0 , c1 , . . . , cn }, the potential function is calculated as:
Φ(s) =

n

∑ eval (ci , s).

(7)

i =0

where,
(
eval (ci , s) =

−w, if ci is violated in s
0,

otherwise

(8)

with w the weight given to the violated constraint. Thus, from Section 3.1, we know that the fitness
value, in a state that violates ci , will be subtracted with a value w. For now, all constraints get the same
weight, but it is also possible to give lower weights to constraints that are less important.
4.5. Learning Rate
The fact that constraints can be added in an online fashion, means that the potential function
Φ will change over time [28]. Therefore, the learning rate will be reset after a new constraint has
been added, to accelerate convergence to an optimal policy. The RL agent was tested with both a
constant learning rate (α = 0.6) and with a learning rate that resets. It showed that convergence with
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the constant learning rate was much slower when new advice was added. Thus, the learning rate will
change according to [32]:
1
(9)
α(s, a) =
n(s, a)ω
where n(s, a) is a parameter that counts how many times this state–action pair has been visited, and
ω ∈ [0.5, 1]. The first time a state–action pair is visited, the learning rate will be equal to 1, meaning
that the old value of this pair will be entirely overwritten by the new value.
5. Experiments
Thus far, the presented IRL-PBRS method is capable of interpreting human advice, given as a list
of logical predicates, aimed at focusing the solution space to a smaller and more useful part of the
entire state space. Two main requirements were identified for a human knowledge transfer system.
Firstly, the interaction between human and cobot should be as efficient as possible, meaning that the
same information should be transferred while using the fewest interactions. Secondly, the transferred
information should be interpreted quickly enough, which means the IRL agent should be able to find a
valid assembly plan before new knowledge is given by the user.
The two experiments presented here aimed at examining whether these two requirements are
satisfied by the IRL-PBRS method. The first experiment was a comparison between using advice as a
communication model and using feedback as a communication model. The next section presents a
user study, where participants were asked to advise a cobot on how to perform an assembly.
The benchmark used for both experiments was the Cranfield Benchmark Problem [33], as shown
in Figure 3. The problem consists of the assembly of a pendulum, in which the placement of some
pieces are a prerequisite for others, and for some pieces the order of placement is not important. It is
assumed that the position of the objects is known in advance, as well as the trajectories linked with the
actions on the objects.

Figure 3. Partly finished assembly of the Cranfield Benchmark Problem used in the experiments.

5.1. Simulated Experiment
In this experiment, the IRL-PBRS method was compared to two other communication models.
The communication models were compared based on two characteristics of efficient learning from
communication: (1) how many interactions were required to get information across, or similarly how
much could be learned from one interaction; and (2) how quickly it could adapt its behavior based on
the information of an interaction. All of them use the same MaxQ algorithm, with the same state space.
The only difference is that IRL-FB and IRL-FBWS methods use feedback instead of advice.
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IRL-FB: IRL with only binary feedback (0 if the next action of the cobot is valid, −10 otherwise).
The human will only interact with the cobot when the next action is incorrect. The agent will also
get a small punishment (−1) for every action it takes.
IRL-FBWS: IRL with the same binary feedback, but the human can now suggest a better action if
the next action of the cobot is invalid. The agent will also get a small punishment (−1) for every
action it takes.
IRL-PBRS: The method presented in this paper.

For this experiment, all knowledge was assumed to be present before learning starts (knowledge
about the assembly did not change during the simulation), and the process was fully constrained,
meaning that only one assembly sequence could satisfy the constraints. Hence, for the IRL-PBRS
method, eight separate constraints were required. Similarly, for IRL-FB and IRL-FBWS, a human was
simulated who interacted with the IRL agent. The simulated human was also assumed to have all
knowledge before the simulation starts, and he did not change his knowledge during the simulation.
To suggest a better next action in IRL-FBWS, the simulated human listed all valid next actions and
suggested a random action from that list. If no actions were possible (e.g., if the agent were assembling
the wrong object, any next action with that object would be invalid), then a random action was
suggested. The IRL agent tried to converge to a valid assembly sequence, while still using the fewest
actions to reach its goal (i.e., all objects are in their final position).
5.1.1. Results
The compared results are shown in Figure 4. An episode in this paper is defined as the agent
performing the entire assembly once in the simulated environment and lasts on average 0.1 s. In the
graph, for every action taken in an episode, a constraint violation of one is added if at least one
constraint is violated in the resulting next state. This means, in the beginning, when the agent still
takes too many actions, the number of violations can be a lot higher.

Number of constraint violations

70

IRL-FB
IRL-FBWS
IRL-PBRS

60
50
40
30
20
10
00

50

100
Episode

150

200

Figure 4. Comparison of three methods averaged over 30 separate runs. Blue line shows the number
of constraint violations per episode learned by IRL-PBRS algorithm. Green line shows the feedback
strategy from IRL-FB. The red line shows the feedback and advice strategy from IRL-FBWS. The colored
region around the plotted constraint violations represents the standard deviation between the 30
separate runs per episode.
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The result shows that IRL-FB (green) is not an option because it does not converge to a valid
policy within a reasonable amount of time. IRL-FBWS (red) on the other hand converges more quickly,
but still more slowly than IRL-PBRS.
5.1.2. Discussion
The slow convergence of the IRL-FB and IRL-FBWS methods is partly because of the MAX-Q
algorithm, which only uses rewards to update the fitness function on the lowest level actions (bottom
row of Figure 1). This means that there is a step between learning actions of the higher level, because
the fitness of high level actions is dependent on the fitness of the lower level actions. Nonetheless,
IRL-FBWS is still able to converge more quickly because of the suggestions given by the user. In every
state an action is taken, the agent gets feedback on how good that action was, plus a correctly suggested
action if the current choice is invalid.
IRL-PBRS partly solves this problem by only applying the user advice on the level it is required.
Thus, advice on a higher level (e.g., “place the green part after the blue parts”) will only have an
influence on the potential function of the higher level. On the other hand, if the advice regards the
actions on one specific object, (e.g., “position the gripper before grasping the blue block”), it will only
be applied on the potential function of the lower level.
Note that the number of constraint violations never completely converge to zero. This is a
consequence of the e-greediness of the action selection. In every state, the agent will normally take the
action with the best fitness value, but it can also take a random action with a probability of 1%. This
random action is required for exploration, but will result in the agent going in invalid states after the
assembly has been learned. This can be seen in Figure 5 where the number of constraint violations are
shown as seen from the Greedy action Selector. Here, e = 0, thus, in every state, it will select the
action with the highest fitness value, where these values are calculated in the HRL Module. The figure
shows that after the agent converges, after around 35 episodes, it will no longer generate assembly
plans that contain constraint violations.

50
Number of constraint violations

PBRS-IRL

40
30
20
10
00

50

100
Episode

150

200

Figure 5. Number of constraint violations as seen from the Greedy Action Selector for one run (not
an average over multiple runs as in Figure 4). Here, e = 0, thus, in every state, it will always choose the
action with the highest fitness value. The Greedy action Selector is using the fitness values learned
by the HRL Module. It is visible here that the agent converges to zero constraint violations after about
35 episodes.

The figure also shows that at episode 0, the number of constraint violations is considerably
higher for IRL-FB and IRL-PBRS, compared to IRL-FBWS. The reason of this behavior is a result of the
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suggested actions by the user. With IRL-FB and IRL-PBRS, the agent first has to learn by himself how
to reach the goal as quickly as possible. IRL-FBWS on the other hand gets better suggestions from the
human, thus it will know from the first episode that it has to assemble the object as quickly as possible.
The initial convergence (until episode 100) of IRL-FB is also because the agent is learning a policy with
fewer actions, but afterwards it converges at about the same speed as IRL-FBWS.
Lastly, since the cobot is meant to take some of the cognitive load from the human operator
(minimize the number of required interactions), IRL-FB and IRL-FBWS would not be an adequate
solution. IRL-FB requires around 28 interactions on average per episode and IRL-FBWS about four
interactions per episode. Compared with the eight advice constraints (in total) required to fully
constrain this assembly task, it becomes apparent that IRL-PBRS is a better way to transfer this kind of
knowledge to an industrial cobot.
Hence, this experiment shows that the IRL-PBRS strategy will generate valid assembly plans
more quickly than the other two communication models, and all this with the fewest interactions.
5.2. User Study
The presented method was also tested in a user study, to show that the IRL-PBRS method learns
quickly enough to keep up with advice from humans and is able to adapt online to changing knowledge
from the user, which means that the agent should converge to zero constraint violations similarly
quickly as new constraints are given by the user. The study was performed using the Wizard of
Oz (WOZ) method [34], because the speech recognition software available was not robust enough.
Thus, the focus was on the grey components of Figure 2. The constraints are given in natural English
language by the user, but now the experimenter plays the role of the Constraint Translator.
The WOZ experiment was set up as shown in Figure 6 (Video: http://y2u.be/NMLs7GNWtkc).
Participants were presented with a graphical programming interface (see Figure 7) that contained a
small manual of the advice they are allowed to give and a visual representation of the advice they
already gave. All advice was in the form of temporal constraints on the objects, meaning which objects
should precede which other objects in the assembly sequence. The assembly was not taking place in
realtime, but the knowledge given by the user was visualized in the form of a precedence graph (see
bottom left window in Figure 7), where a line between two objects means that the object on the left
should be assembled before the object on the right. The presented video shows the assembly being
performed by the robot. The trajectories the robot follows for this assembly are programmed by the
user, using a record and replay method, where the user demonstrates the trajectory once and the robot
executes the identical trajectory.

Figure 6. Participant performing the experiment. They were presented with a graphical interface (to
the right) showing what advice has already been given and the real assembly objects in front of them.
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Figure 7. Graphical user interface for programming the cobot. Top part shows what the cobot currently
expects from the user and the bottom right contains a small manual. The bottom left shows the
assembly graph representation when all advice has already been given by participant for the Cranfield
Benchmark Problem.

After the participants were given a 5 min tutorial on the interface, they were asked to program
two different assemblies. First, they were asked to program the assembly of a pyramid of blocks,
which was a training exercise to let them get used to the interface. Afterwards, they were asked to
program the assembly of the Cranfield Benchmark Problem. Only the results of this second assembly
are reported here.
The goal in each assembly was to program the two assemblies as generally as possible. This
means that they had to give enough constraints such that all assembly sequences not violating any of
these constraints were still physically possible (under-constraining). However, not too much such that
still valid assembly sequences were removed from the solution space (over-constraining). The interface
shows a robot arm with a green background, indicating that the user was allowed to give additional
advice. After an advice sentence was uttered, the background changed from green to grey, indicating
that the advice was being interpreted. When the interpretation was finished the color changed back
to green, indicating that the user could give additional advice. All constraints were added to the
Constraint Library and taken into account at the time they were added (either between or during a
learning episode).
Ten participants were invited for the study. They were fellow researchers between the ages of 23
and 47 (seven male and three female) with a technical background. All subjects gave their informed
consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The experiment was performed on an
TM
Intel R Core i7-7700.
5.2.1. Results
Table 1 shows the results of the user study. The table shows that users only needed 3–8 interactions
to program the assembly of 9 objects, with a minimum of 34–89 episodes between interactions,
depending on the interaction speed of the user. An interaction is defined as the user uttering one
advice sentence (spoken natural language), but it can be translated to multiple constraints. The advice
given by the user constrained the total number of assembly sequences that still satisfied the constraints.
When the assembly was minimally constrained, while still physically assemblable, there were in total
840 possible assembly sequences. Participant 5 gave the most general advice, while Participants 4,
9 and 10 under-constrained the assembly. The rest of the participants over-constrained the assembly.
The table also shows also the maximum number of episodes required for the IRL-PBRS method to
converge to a valid assembly plan. Convergence is defined as the episode in which 90% of the trials
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generate an assembly plan without advice violations. This value was chosen because of the epsilon
greedy behavior of the IRL agent. In every state, there is a probability of 1% that the agent chooses
a random next action, and this repeated for all objects. Of course, when the complexity of the task
increases, so will the convergence time. However, this will not be as bad compared to, e.g., performing
an exhaustive search.
Table 1. Results of the experiment per participant.
User
Total programming time
Number of interactions
Number of constraints
Total number of possible sequences
Max Nb of episodes till convergence
Min episodes between interactions

1
38
6
21
120
20
34

2
22
3
30
240
16
48

3
77
6
11
640
20
64

4
61
6
8
5040
18
71

5
36
8
18
840
11
64

6
44
6
19
4
15
42

7
48
3
25
240
16
51

8
38
6
17
60
14
60

9
113
4
15
840
14
89

10
75
5
17
420
12
61

Figure 8 plots the number of constraint violations per episode for Participants 2 and 5, respectively,
where the green dotted line indicates the episode at which a new constraint has been given. Their
respective advice sentences are given in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Visualization of the number of constraint violations (a,b) and probability of generating an
assembly sequence without any constraint violations (c,d), for Participant 2 (a,c) and Participant 5
(b,d). The green dotted line indicates the episode at which new advice is added (see Table 2 for the
corresponding sentences). Here, the results are presented as the average taken over 30 separate runs.
That is the reason it seems the agent never really converges to zero constraint violations.
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Table 2. Advice sentences given by participant 2 and 5, with the corresponding episode at which they
were added.
Participant

Episode

Sentence

2

0

203

“Start with one yellow block”
“Place all red, blue and white objects before
the green, purple and yellow block”
“End with a yellow block”

0
56
113
147
179
200
283
322

“Start with yellow”
“Yellow after red”
“Blue before yellow”
“White before yellow”
“Green before yellow”
“Purple before yellow”
“Green after blue”
“Purple after white”

155

5

5.2.2. Discussion
From the results in Table 2, it becomes visible that not all participants interacted in the same way.
First, in general, participants quickly understood how to advise the system. The over-constraining
of most participants was because they did not immediately grasped the assembly. Possibly a better
familiarity with the benchmark would have avoided this. Participant 5 under-constrained the assembly,
but afterwards it became clear that he interpreted the GUI wrongly. In addition, Participants 9 and 10
under-constrained the assembly, because they interpreted the assembly differently and forgot to give
one constraint.
Second, Participant 2 gave advice sentences with a higher information density (average of 10
constraints per interaction) compared to Participant 5 (average of 2.25 constraints per interaction).
The difference in information density is visible in the episodes immediately after a constraint is added.
The jump in number of constraint violations is higher for Participant 2 than for Participant 5. This is also
slightly visible in the maximum number of episodes required until the agent converges, which is slightly
higher for the users that used more complex advice sentences. Additionally, when looking at the total
programming time, which is the time the user was able to interact with the robot (background of robot
arm in the interface was green), the difference lies between 22 and 113 while the number of interactions
is quite similar across all users, indicating that the main difference in programming time lies in thinking
about the assembly and advice sentences. The total task time, which is the total programming time plus
the time the experimenter took to interpret the constraints, averaged at around 110 s.
Participant 2 over-constrained the assembly compared to Participant 5. Nonetheless, after the
agent converged, there is no real difference in average number of constraint violations for Participants
2 and 5, independently from the number of constraints given by the user (30 and 18, respectively).
This shows the power of RL compared to, e.g., an exhaustive search, which will be more dependent on
the number of constraints.
Another noteworthy point, visible with both participants, is that there was no spike in number of
constraint violations when they added their first advice sentence, or when Participant 5 added the last
two constraints. This is a result of what T. Dietterich [29] defined as an ordered GLIE policy, meaning
the agent converges to a greedy policy that imposes an arbitrary fixed order ω on the available actions
and breaks ties in favor of the action that appears earliest in that order. Assembling the yellow object
was an action that appeared earlier in the action order, thus initially the agent will choose this object
anyways, independent of the constraints forcing it to do so. A similar reasoning applies to the last two
constraints given by Participant 5. In the action order, the action to assemble the blue objects comes
before the action to assemble the green object and the assembly of the purple object is also before the
white object. Thus, the agent will always prefer a policy where blue is assembled before green and
white is assembled before purple, in case there are no constraints forcing the opposite.
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In conclusion, when comparing the maximum number of episodes required until convergence
with the minimum number of episodes between interaction, it is clearly visible that the agent converges
quickly enough to keep up with the advice given by users and is able to cope with changing knowledge
from the user.
6. Conclusions
Reprogramming a cobot is a costly process, because a specialized engineer is required.
An improvement would be if untrained workers could help a cobot to learn an assembly sequence
by interaction in the form of advice. This paper investigates the most optimal communication model
to transfer knowledge from a user and use that as knowledge for the cobot. The presented method
(IRL-PBRS) is based on Interactive Reinforcement Learning (IRL), where a potential based reward
shaping (PBRS) strategy is used to find the optimal assembly sequence without violating any advice
from the user, where the advice is given in natural English sentences. The method is capable of receiving
new advice in an interactive manner and use that to focus learning on a more useful part of the state
space. The experiments show that the communication model based on advice constraints, translated
from natural language, is more efficient, because it requires the fewest interactions while still converging
more quickly than other communication models. In the user study, it is clear that the IRL-PBRS method
learns quickly enough to keep up with user given advice and is able to cope with changing knowledge
from the user.
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